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Meeting with GDC Consultants 

Had a great chat a few days ago with Courtney Dew and Alin Poanta from GDC Consultants.  

Courtney is a marketing graduate from Waikato University and Alin is an engineering graduate from 

Cluj University in Romania. They part of the dynamic team at GDC, the civil and structural engineers 

who work on residential, commercial and industrial projects New Zealand wide. I met them at their 

office here in Hawkes Bay on Taradale Road. Some projects you might know that GDC have worked 

on include The Sound Shell, Taradale Community Centre and Ocean Spa on Marine Parade.  

Alin takes particular pride in the work GDC do to strengthen Napier’s historic and beautiful Art Deco 

heritage. He recently completed work on the famous Hildebrands Building on Tennyson Street. 

“The challenge is to provide elegant, smart and non-intrusive strengthening solutions that do not 

impede upon the visual attractiveness of the buildings we work on” he says. “The new National 

Building Standards that came in as a result of the Christchurch earthquakes have affected many of 

Napier’s historic buildings and these buildings deserve to be preserved and strengthened in the most 

professional but visually sensitive ways” he says. 

GDC are professionally qualified in geotechnical, civil and structural engineering so clients only have 

to deal with one company throughout their engineering project. And because GDC have 8 offices 

nationwide they can spread the design workload to less busy offices to minimise the time taken on 

every project.  

GDC have also worked out that no building in the North Island is more than 2 hours away from one of 

their offices - so they really do have the market covered! 

I guess what I learned today is that whilst it is the architects and builders who get all the attention 

because of what they design and build, we need to understand and appreciate just how vital great 

engineers are. It is they who make our new buildings safe for the decades ahead and it is they who 

make our old and valued buildings safe for the enjoyment of future generations. 

Courtney and Alin love what they do. Not everyone enjoys a career that leaves behind a legacy of 

safe, beautiful and permanent structures for New Zealanders to enjoy well into the future. If caring, 

smart and elegant engineering is what you need you should give Alin or Courtney a call. They know 

how to help. 

www.gdcgroup.co.nz 

alin.poanta@gdcgroup.co.nz 

Mobile: 022 594 5957 
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